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Abstract
This paper describes a hybrid Genetic Algorithm (GA) that is used to improve the layout of a graph
according to a number of aesthetic criteria. The GA incorporates spatial and topological information by
operating directly with a graph based representation. Initial results show this to be a promising technique
for positioning graph nodes on a surface and may form the basis of a more general approach for problems
involving multi-criteria spatial optimisation.

1.

function by using approximate methods and
caching partial results.

Introduction and Background

Many spatial problems have a common need to
locate interacting objects on a surface.
Applications as diverse as geographical data
analysis and molecular modelling deal with
location as a special feature within a vector of
attributes that describe a problem. Generic GAs
have been used in applications such as electronic
engineering design problems [6]; molecular
conformational analysis [13,14,]; network and
graph optimisation [15,17]. These systems deal
with a variety of graph based representations but
typically use a one dimensional encoding which
means that either spatial information is lost, or
extra, problem specific constraints have to be
introduced.

The GA represents the spatial nature of the
problem by using a graph based representation.
The crossover operator is performed directly on the
graph by splitting parent graphs and joining the
resultant subgraphs into a child graph. This has the
advantage of maintaining the geometric and graph
theoretic association of the nodes negating the
need for any separate constraint satisfaction.
The crossover operator also attempts to retain
geometrically close subgraphs from each parent in
an attempt to carry better subgraphs into the next
generation. This contrasts with other GA graph
drawing work that takes nodes (or node
neighbourhoods) randomly from the two parent
graphs [11] or which translates the graphs to a one
dimensional representation and uses constraints on
traditional crossover [12].

Hybrid GAs which model the specific spatial needs
of a problem have been developed [4,10], and
other evolutionary techniques, using richer
representation structures such as Genetic
Programming [9] have been applied to spatial
problems. This paper proposes that spatial
problems need a specifically spatial representation
which, combined with the more generic aspects of
GAs can be used as a general solution technique.

Section two of this paper briefly describes the
main features of the genetic algorithm; section
three presents some initial results and section four
concludes by summarising our findings and
discussing the current and future work for this
project.

The problem considered here is to locate the nodes
of an arbitrarily connected graph so that it
conforms to aesthetically pleasing principles of
layout [1]. It is inherently difficult to optimise even
one criteria such as minimising edge crossings
[18]. Current research has focused on force models
[7] and simulated annealing [5] but these are more
likely to be trapped by local optima than a GA.
The GA also has considerable potential to tackle
large problems as the time complexity of the
optimisation technique is not dependent on the size
of the graph. Additionally, it is possible to reduce
the time complexity for calculating the fitness

2.

The Graphical Genetic Algorithm

The initial population is created by a randomly
produced geometric node layout with the number
of nodes and edges controlled by the user. Two
graphs are selected for reproduction by choosing
the fittest out of a four randomly selected from the
population. This is a simple tournament selection
mechanism with a low selection pressure.
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This means that for any given generation we can
tell which are the fitter individuals but that
comparison across generations is dependent on the
overall progress made in each of the fitness
criteria. The fitness value, f, for a graph is then the
weighted sum of these values:

2.1. Fitness Function
We use a multiobjective fitness function based on
five well known measurable aesthetic criteria for
graphs:
1.

Total edge length. This is simply the sum of
the lengths of each edge.
2. Graph area. This is a calculation of the area of
the bounding rectangle of the nodes in the
graph.
3. Node overlap. A weighted penalty is given to
nodes that are too close or overlap each other.
4. Angular resolution. This is a calculation of the
angle between edges connected to the same
node and penalises connections that form
acute angles.
5. Edge crossing. Applies a penalty function
based on the number of edge crossings in the
graph.
While these criteria are useful measures of
aesthetic properties of graphs, this is not an
exhaustive list and there are other measures that
can be used [3,16].

f = w1r1 + w2r2 + w3r3 + w4r4 + w5r5
This fitness calculation is particularly suitable
where there are a large number of criteria that need
to be combined and the complex interrelations
between them are not easily determined [8].
Weights are determined experimentally on a test
graph to achieve the desired results and as they
apply to ratios rather than absolute values these
settings are suitable for graphs of different sizes
and topologies.
2.2. Crossover and Mutation
We use a geometrically based gradient crossover
function. This adds nodes to the child graph by
taking nodes along a random gradient, one parent
graph ascending the gradient and one descending
the gradient. A node is taken from each parent
graph in turn, unless the corresponding node is
already in the child graph, in which case the next
unused node is taken. This splits each parent graph
into two subgraphs with equal number of nodes
preserving spatial relationships and the main
features of the topology.

The calculation of the fitness function follows the
sum of weighted global ratios approach [1]. For
each criteria i = 1..5, given above, the fitness ratio
ri is calculated from the criteria value, fi, as
follows:
ri = 1 + (fi - Max Valuei)/(Min
Valuei - Max Valuei)

Figure 1. shows two parent graphs, where the
highlighted nodes form the child graph. Figure 2.
shows the resultant child. The nodes are sorted on
the indicated gradient (shown as a directed line
next to each graph), with nodes from the first graph
taken from top left to bottom right and nodes from

Where Max Valuei is the highest fi found for that
criteria in the operation of the GA, and Min Valuei
is the lowest fi found. This formula converts the
criteria from an absolute range to a ratio that ranks
it against the best found so far by the algorithm.

Figure 1. The two parent graphs undergoing crossover

Figure 2. The Child graph
2

Figure 3. An initial graph and the aesthetically optimised result

main operators of crossover and mutation without
resort to special optimisation or constraint
enforcement techniques. Much work remains even
in this limited application area but this is a start
towards a more general goal of providing a generic
framework for a wide range of spatial problems.

the second graph taken from bottom right to top
left.
We mutate a graph by picking nodes from the
graph randomly, and moving them a random
distance along the X and Y axis from their current
location. The likelihood of a mutation and the size
of the movement are controlled by the user.

3.

There are two types of application that are
appropriate to graph based GAs. The first are
applications that use graphs where the graph
theoretic structure is maintained throughout the
GA process, as with graph drawing described here.
An interesting area of this type is integrated circuit
design, where the connections between circuits are
constant, and the aim is to minimise the physical
layout of circuits to improve the performance of
the final chip. The second type of application is
where the graph theoretic structure of the graph
may alter during the process of the GA. One
example is network routing, where in order to
improve communication between pairs of nodes
short paths are sought through a graph representing
a communication network. For this second type,
new graph crossover strategies may be required in
order to produce graphs that are different, but still
appropriate to the application area.

Results

Figure 3. shows a randomly generated graph with
159 edge crossings and a graph from the final
population which has four edge crossings produced
by running the GA with a population of 20 for
1000 generations. Typically, most of the
improvements were seen by around 250
generations with small improvements due to minor
changes caused by the mutation operator.
A number of small test graphs were generated
which could be optimised by hand. The results
from the GA showed that in 3 out of 10 cases the
optimum number was found and on average the
GA produced graphs with just over 2 extra edge
crossings.

4.

There are a number of areas that require work in
the specific domain of graph drawing. The
selection of aesthetic criteria needs to incorporate
ideas of symmetry and even spacing between
nodes before the results can compete with
traditional methods for small graphs. However,
even now the GA provides an excellent preprocessor to these methods where larger graph
sizes make an exhaustive, deterministic approach

Conclusions and Further Work

We have introduced a new geometrically based
crossover technique for graph drawing GAs. This
has been used within a hybrid GA that implicitly
processes spatial information via the main
operators of crossover and mutation. This has
demonstrated that it is possible to hybridise the GA
to implicitly process spatial information via the
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slow or prone to trapping in local optima. The GA
is adaptable because of the general way in which
the fitness function is calculated and scalable due
to the inherent efficiencies of the technique.
The overall speed of the fitness calculation can be
improved by combining the calculation of the
various criteria into one pass across the graph.
Additionally, results for particular sub-graphs can
be cached and used where these patterns re-appear.
To speed up the GA, a less general layout
technique could be employed, using a grid where
nodes are restricted to appearing on certain
regularly spaced points. The resolution of this grid
will be sufficient so that location of a node on
either of two adjacent points to will have a
minimal effect on any of the fitness criteria. It
would also allow the automatic enforcement of
node overlap and minimum inter-node distance.
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